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Abstract. Recently, medical accidents caused by drugs have attracted attention 
in Japan. To prevent this from affecting medical experts, it is effective to 
improve the ‘safety of drug usage’ via information systems. Although package 
insert information in SGML format is provided by PMDA, it is not easy to 
utilize this information for such systems because they lack a suitable structure 
to provide direct access to the required information. In this study, we propose 
certain methods to extract the active ingredient name from such unstructured 
SGML data.  
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1   Introduction 

Recently, much attention has been attracted to measures intended to prevent medical 
accidents caused by drugs. To do so, it is considered effective to improve the safety of 
drug usage via information systems. Since the late 1990s, some attempts have been 
discussed to utilize information described in ethical drug package inserts for systems 
to ensure accuracy of prescription. The package inserts are exclusive legal documents 
used to describe detailed information for each drug, including the composition, 
efficacy, dosage and cautions. Following such attempts, the PMDA (Pharmaceuticals 
and Medical Devices Agency) [1] has provided package inserts information in SGML 
(Standard General Markup Language) format since 2003. However, our investigation 
[2] indicated that SGML data are not provided for certain drugs and moreover, that 
their structure is unsuitable for direct access to the information required for 
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confirmation. Additionally, several studies clarified two problems, one of which is the 
lack of standardization for the terms used in package inserts [3] and another that the 
SGML structure only defines the layout of the text data [4]. These problems make it 
difficult to retrieve and extract information from the SGML data, although the latter 
comprises text files, which are suitable for display and allowing information of 
package inserts to be accessed via a computer system. This makes it necessary to 
establish a drug information database suitably structured to leverage information in 
systems ensuring medical safety. 

To collect information which should be stored in the database, we discuss the 
method to extract information, such as active ingredient names, from the SGML data. 
The reason why we focus on active ingredient names is that, although they are 
important drug information elements, no list of the same for all drugs has yet been 
established in Japan. The purpose of this study is to analyze the descriptive structure 
of items containing active ingredient names and propose certain methods to extract 
the active ingredient name from the SGML data. 

2   Acquisition Object SGML Data 

We retrieved and downloaded the SGML data from the PMDA Web site, utilizing the 
‘YJ code’ as a key, which is a drug identification code and included in the ‘standard 
drug master (9/30/2007)’ provided by MEDIS-DC (The Medical Information System 
Development Center) [5]. Additionally, we excluded Chinese herbal medicines, crude 
drugs and test drugs, because the manner of their description in the drug package 
inserts differs from other drugs and downloaded 10186 SGML files. 

3   Investigation of Items Describing Active Ingredient Names in 
Package Inserts 

In package inserts, active ingredient names are described in items including the ‘generic 
name’, ‘composition’ and ‘physicochemical properties of the active ingredient’. We 
investigate and compare the descriptions in the items in order to identify the optimal 
way to extract active ingredient names from the same. 

3.1   Data Structure and Content of Each Item 

The ‘generic name’ is the drug name, which consists of an active ingredient name and a 
dosage form, such as ‘etilefrine hydrochloride tablet’, where ‘etilefrine hydrochloride’ is 
the active ingredient name and ‘tablet’ the dosage form. Since the data structure 
containing a generic name is simple, as shown in Fig. 1, it might be easy to extract an 
active ingredient name by excluding the name of the dosage form from the string 
contained in the structure. We must, however, note that we do not have a complete list 
of the dosage form and it is difficult to exclude all of them. 
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Etilefrine hydrochloride tablet 
 

 

Fig. 1. Sample of generic name 

‘Composition’ is an item describing detailed information of the composition of a 
medicine, including ingredient names. There is also a problem of the potential to have 
various structures, such as Fig. 2 and 3, the former of which expresses each piece of 
information and its item name by assigning them ‘item’ and ‘detail’ tags, though the 
latter describes all of the information in the form of natural language sentences via a 
‘detail’ tag. Obviously, the latter case hampers efforts to extract objective information 
via simple processing. 

The ‘physicochemical properties of the active ingredient’ describe the Japanese 
ingredient name, its English name, chemical formula and chemical property. Active 
ingredient names are usually described in a ‘detail’ tag right behind its ‘item’ tag 
containing the string, ‘一般名’ (Standard name). 

 

 

 

<genericname> 
<detail>塩酸エチレフリン錠</detail> 

</genericname> 

<composition> 
<item>組成</item> 
<detail> 
ヘキサトロン注250mgは日本薬局方にトラネキサム酸注射液の名
称で収載されており、1 管（5mL）中に日本薬局方トラネキサム酸
250mg を含有する。 

</detail> 
</composition> 

Composition

Hexatron injection 250mg is included in the Japanese 
Pharmacopoeia as a tranexamic acid injection and 
contains 250mg of tranexamic acid in a tube (5ml). 

Fig. 3. Sample of composition 2 

<composition> 
<item> 有効成分の名称</item> 
<detail> 塩酸エチレフリン</detail> 
<item> 含量</item> 
<detail>１錠中塩酸エチレフリン5mg</detail> 

</composition> 

Etilefrine hydrochloride 
Active ingredient name 

Content

Etilefrine hydrochloride 5mg in 1 tablet 

Fig. 2. Sample of composition 1 
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3.2   Distribution of Items Described Active Ingredient Name 

To identify the portion from which we extract the names of active ingredients, we 
investigate the emergence patterns of tags expressing each of the foregoing items, 
namely, ‘genericname’, ‘composition’ and ‘physchemofactingredients’ tag, which exist 
in each SGML data. 

Table 1 shows the result of the investigation, where the sign ’✓’ indicates that the 
item is found, ‘✗’ not found, and the values shown in the far right column are the 
number of SGML files categorized in each pattern. This result indicates that there is 
composition data in almost all SGML data, which means there is still some remaining 
data which must be used to extract the active ingredient name from each SGML in a 
unified way. However, it is also important to remember that it is difficult to extract 
the active ingredient name in a straightforward manner given the variation in 
expression as shown in the previous section. Initially therefore, we extract from the 
portion of ‘physicochemical properties of active ingredient’, since it covers about 
80% of the SGLM files and its descriptive structure is simpler than that of 
composition data. 

Table 1. Result of the investigation 

genericname composition 
physchemof 

actingredients 
The number of  

SGML data 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

6949 

✗ ✓ ✗ 

1275 

✗ ✓ ✓ 

1269 

✓ ✓ ✗ 

686 

✓ ✗ ✓ 

3 

✗ ✗ ✗ 

2 

✗ ✗ ✓ 

2 

✓ ✗ ✗ 

0 

7638 10179 8512 10186 

<physchemofactingredients> 
<item>一般名</item> 
<detail>塩酸エチレフリン（Etilefrine Hydrochloride）</detail> 
<item>化学名</item> 

… (Snip) … 
</physchemofactingredients> 

Standard name Etilefrine Hydrochloride 

Chemical name 

Fig. 4. Sample of physicochemical properties of active ingredient 
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4   Active Ingredient Name Extraction from SGML Data 

4.1   Extraction from the Physicochemical Properties of the Active Ingredient 

Initially, we extract text data in the ‘detail’ tag right behind the ‘item’ tag containing 
the string ‘一般名’ (standard name) from the data in ‘physchemofactingredients’ tag 
and separate the text contained using characters such as（, ）,「, 」,［, ］,【, 】,：,  
、, ， and ‘&enter;’ which expresses a line feed. We also exclude words which are 
not active ingredient names, such as ‘JAN’ (Japanese Accepted Name), ‘INN’ 
(International Nonproprietary Name) and ‘別名’ (alias name). Though some of the 
excluded words may be ranked high on a list of the obtained words in descending 
order of frequency (Table 2), it is also necessary to take into account the low 
frequency words to be excluded, such as ‘英名 ’ (English name) and ‘略名 ’ 
(abbreviated name). To find such words, we repeatedly seek character strings 
containing substrings of exclusion candidate words previously acquired, such as ‘名’ 
(name). Since we confirmed that the resultant words in our data do not refer to an 
active gradient, we exclude them and finally obtain the active ingredient names of the 
medicines of which the SGML file contains the ‘physchemofactingredients’ tag. 

Table 2. Extracted words in descending order of frequency 

Extracted word Frequency 
ＪＡＮ 1330 

日局    (Japanese Pharmacopoeia) 284 

ＩＮＮ 130 

別名    (Alias name) 115 

日局別名  (Alias name of Japanese Pharmacopoeia) 112 

遺伝子組換え   (Genetic recombination) 92 
Genetical recombination 76 
Ketotifen Fumarate 73 
塩酸アンブロキソール  (Ambroxol hydrochloride) 73 

ジクロフェナクナトリウム (Diclofenac sodium) 68 

In order to ascertain whether the extracted words are actually active ingredient 
names, we counted the number of words which appeared in text of composition. As a 
consequence, active ingredient names were extracted from 8383 SGML files and 
8965 words (91.98%) were identified as active ingredient name out of 9747 words. 
However, since not all SGML data include items of physicochemical properties of 
active ingredients because they are optional, we propose a complementary way to 
extract active ingredient names, namely extraction from the portion of ‘composition’, 
which is described in most SGML data. 

4.2   Extraction from Composition 

Now, let us extract active ingredient names from composition of the 1803 SGML data 
(hereinafter ‘Remaining data’), from which the active ingredient names were not 
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obtained from the physicochemical properties of the active ingredient. For that 
purpose, we propose a method to specify the locations of active ingredient names by 
matching the text with patterns created based on the location of previously acquired 
ingredient names in the text data of composition in the 8383 SGML data, for which 
we have already succeeded in extracting active ingredient names in Section 4.1 
(hereinafter ‘Extracted data’). 

Generation of the Description pattern list. We append text data extracted from both 
the ‘item’ tag and ‘detail’ tag in the ‘composition’ tag of Extracted data using the 
character string ‘<BR>’ as a delimiter, and replacing the number, unit, active ingredient 
name and brand name with labels ‘<Number>’, ‘<Unit>’, ‘<ActIngreName>’ and 
‘<BrandName>’ respectively (we regard each label as a single letter in subsequent 
analyses) to absorb the differences in description having originated in differing unique 
information on each medicine such as the active ingredient name and content 
(hereinafter ‘Description pattern’). To replace them, we used the regular expression  
‘[0-9](([0-9]|[,./～][0-9])+)?’ to match the numbers, a unit list to match units, the list of 
active ingredient names obtained in Section 4.1 to match active ingredient names, and 
the brand name extracted from the ‘approvalbrandname’ tag in each SGML file to 
match the brand names. Consequently, the composition descriptions extracted from the 
8383 SGML data were aggregated into 785 patterns. To match 1803 Remaining data 
with the patterns obtained, we also replace their number, unit and brand name with the 
labels introduced above (hereinafter ‘Object data’). 

 

 
 

 

Retrieval method of approximate pattern. A simple retrieval method for 
approximate patterns is string pattern matching, based on regular expressions, 
whereby Object data is compared with the Description patterns after we replace 
<ActIngreName> in the latter patterns with ‘.+’, which means arbitrary string. 
However, when we tried to apply this method to the Remaining data, we found that 
half the Object data did not match any Description patterns. This is mainly caused by 
the variations of expressions such as ‘含有’and ‘含む’, both of which mean ‘contain’ 
in Japanese. Since this suggests the difficulty of the exact matching of patterns, we 
focus on identifying string patterns which have similar structures of the pattern in 
question, based on ‘edit distance’ [6], which is the degree of similarity between two 
strings, defined as the number of times characters are inserted into or deleted from 
one of the strings until it coincides with the other. 

<composition> 
<item>成分・含量</item> 
<detail>1mL 中エンフルラン1mL</detail> 

</composition> 

成分・含量<BR><Number><Unit>中<ActIngreName><Number><Unit> 

Ingredient・content 

Enflurane 1mL in 1mL 

Fig. 5. Example of generation description pattern 
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In this study, we extended the edit distance to allow for matching patterns by 
neglecting any characters of Object data located in the wild card position ‘*’ in each 
Description pattern. Using such edit distance, we can expect to obtain similarity of a 
substring but an active ingredient name by replacing the label <ActIngreName> with 
‘*’. For instance, the extended edit distance between ‘Object data A’ and ‘Description 
pattern A’ in Fig. 6 is 4. Unfortunately, this extended distance is still affected by 
another problem. Imagine the case of comparing the distance between ‘Object data A’ 
and ‘Description pattern A’ with the distance between ‘Object data A’ and 
‘Description pattern B’. Though ‘Object data A’ is more similar to ‘Description 
pattern A’ than ‘Description pattern B’, the former distance, 4, is longer than the 
latter, which is 1. This problem is due to the fact that the label <ActIngreName> is a 
wild card in this method and matches all characters from beginning to the letter right 
before the label <Number> in Object data A. With this in mind, we charge the insert 
cost as the length of string which corresponds with <ActIngreName>. (It is preferable 
that the insert cost be minimized.) We take the insert cost into account, and 
additionally extend the edit distance by charging a tiny value ε multiplied by the 
length of the character string having corresponded with the wild card ‘*’. 

 

[ Description pattern A ] 
<Number><Unit> <ActIngreName><Number><Unit>

Calculate the edit distance

[ Description pattern B ] 
<ActIngreName><Number><Unit>

[ Object data A ] 
<Number><Unit> <Number><Unit>

Butylscopolamine bromide Active ingredient 

 

Fig. 6. Approximate string pattern matching by extended edit distance 
 

 
Our algorithm used to calculate the extended edit distance is based on that for the 

commonly used edit distance, utilizing dynamic programming. When two strings 
A(a1, a2, …, am) and B(b1, b2, …, bm) are given, we calculate the cost Ci,j of character 
ai(i =1,2,…,m) and character bj(j=1,2,…,n), which is inductively given by eq. (4.1), 
the minimum value in Ci,j-1,, Ci-1,j and Ci-1,j-1 with additional incremental cost, as is 
done for the commonly used edit distance. To extend the incremental cost to the 
charge insert cost, we redefined each incremental cost as (4.2), (4.3), (4.4). 

),,min( ,,,11,, jijiijijjiji CCCC Δ+Δ+Δ+= −−  (4.1) 
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As an example, the extended edit distance between ‘computer’ and ‘cu*mer’ is 
given as 2.05 (ε=0.01), although the normal edit distance between ‘computer’ and 
‘customer’ is 6. 

Table 3. Sample of the cost matirx 

    c u * m e r 

  0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 

  1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 

c 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 

o 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.01 2.01 3.01 4.01 

m 4.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.02 1.01 2.01 3.01 

p 5.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 1.03 2.01 3.01 4.01 

u 6.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 1.04 2.04 3.04 4.04 

t 7.00 6.00 5.00 4.00 1.05 2.05 3.05 4.05 

e 8.00 7.00 6.00 5.00 1.06 2.06 2.05 3.05 

r 9.00 8.00 7.00 6.00 1.07 2.07 3.05 2.05 

Table 3 shows the process of calculation Ci,j for this example, and the gray cell 
indicates the shortest path used to calculate the edit distance. It is possible to have an 
extracted string correspond with ‘*’ by pursuing this path. 

The resultant extended edit distances of ‘Object data A’, where ε=0.0001, are 
4.0011 to ‘Description pattern A’ and 1.0022 to ‘Description pattern B’. The 
approximate patterns are high on the list by separating the integer portion of the 
number from the fractional portion and sorting the latter in ascending order. In this 
result, the active ingredient name ‘臭化ブチルスコポラミン’ (Butylscopolamine 
bromide) can be extracted from the cost matrix which measures the extended edit 
distance between ‘Object data A’ and ‘Description pattern A’. 

Decision of extraction words. We additionally found a problem whereby the 
obtained Description pattern can separate an active ingredient name as Table 4, or add 
extra letters to it. To improve our method, we focus attention on the fact that the 
second or lower approximate Description patterns in the list (Table 5) succeed in 
extracting the active ingredient name and add the process to take a vote on extracted 
words in the top 20 of the list. 
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Table 4. Example of failure 

Object data 本品はイソプロパノール<Number><Unit>以上を含む。 
Obtained pattern 本 品 は <ActIngreName> で <ActIngreName><Number> 

<Unit>以上を含む。 
Edit distance 1.008 
Extracted words ‘イソプロパノー’, ‘ル’ 

Table 5. Approximate pattern list 

Rank Description pattern Extracted words 

1 
本 品 は <ActIngreName> で <ActIngreName>
<Number><Unit>以上を含む 

イソプロパノー, ル 

2 
本剤は<ActIngreName><Number><Unit>以上
を含む。 

イソプロパノール 

3 
本品は<ActIngreName><Number><Unit>を含
む。 

イソプロパノール 

4 
組成 <BR>本品は <ActIngreName><Number>
<Unit>以上を含む 

イソプロパノール 

5 
本 品 は 定 量 す る と き <ActIngreName>
<Number><Unit>以上を含む。 

イソプロパノール 

Discussion. We confirmed the validity of our method to 1803 SGML data, for which 
the active ingredient names were not extracted from physicochemical properties, by 
selecting 100 SGML data at random and verifying that the extracted words were 
active ingredient names. Consequently, we obtained 242 active ingredient names, 305 
extracted words, though we expected to obtain 334 active ingredient names as a right 
answer. From these results, we can estimate the precision of our method at 0.80 and 
the recall at 0.72, which indicates that our method can extract active ingredient names 
from composition data with reasonable accuracy. Additionally, we found that the 
Object data matching some approximate pattern were properly extracted. In 
particular, we observed that the active ingredient names which appear in patterns such 
as the iteration of ‘<ActIngreName><Number><Unit>’ were extracted with relatively 
high precision. We must also note the fact that Object data not matching any of the 
approximate patterns obtained tended to fail to extract the active ingredient name, 
though this is not a fundamental problem from the perspective of estimating the 
effectiveness of our keyword extraction method. 

5   Conclusion 

In this study, we proposed a method to extract an active ingredient name from SGML 
formatted package insert data, which can contribute to the developing a drug 
information database. The active ingredient names are described in three portions of 
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the data, ‘generic name’, ‘composition’ and ‘physicochemical properties of the active 
ingredient’.  

Initially, we extracted from the ‘Physicochemical properties of active ingredient’ 
since it is easier to extract from there than from other portions. We obtained active 
ingredient names from 8383 SGML data by means of methods excluding the words 
such as names of data items and symbols as parentheses, which we collect by using 
character matching.  

Additionally, since 1803 SGML files remained to be analyzed, we proposed a 
method to extract active ingredient names from ‘composition’, which can be found in 
most of the SGML data, based on the patterns of the description created from 8383 
SGML data, from which we had succeeded in extracting active ingredient names and 
their location in the SGML data. To define the measure of similarity of the patterns, 
we extended edit distance between the pair of pattern strings to extract an active 
ingredient name by corresponding substrings with a label of active ingredient name 
which lies at the same position in patterns. Evaluation of this method shows that the 
precision is 0.80 and that the recall is 0.72. As a result of application to our target 
data, we succeeded in the extraction of active ingredient names from 9849 (96.70%)  
SGML data.  

We have to notify that composition of the tabular form was out of focus in this 
study, since it is difficult to extract data from the tabular form, and another method 
capable of dealing with this problem must be considered in future. 

Although our method succeeded in obtaining an active ingredient name with 
considerable accuracy from our target SGML data, which is not suitable for extracting 
information, drug information must be reliable and comprehensive. A reliable and 
comprehensive drug information database must therefore be established with a 
structure facilitating the extraction of information as soon as possible. Since the 
knowledge, method and data used in this study can be the basis for such database, we 
will conduct further investigations into package inserts. In order to guarantee that 
information is both reliable and complete, we require the cooperation of the 
pharmaceutical companies. 
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